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Marie Steele to Sam Steele
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26 Ste Famille St

Jan 5th 1902

My own darling Boy,
As I write the date of this letter I am reminded that it is your birthday & I 

must first say how fervently I wish you very many happy returns, but never again 
away from me. It really makes me feel so bad when I think of the terrible 
distance that rolls between us, that I lose heart, courage & all..... I have been 
fairly plucky this time & have kept up well, but sometimes I almost give up... this 
is one of the days that I feel like
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& were I only alone by myself, I could indulge in a good cry, which I feel sure 
would relieve me & do me much good – but there are so many always about, 
that I am denied that........ You may be pleased to know that fact, so I will 
change the subject as it is not an interesting one I fancy.
Another week has gone by without a word from you, so that another fortnight will 
be far on, ere I hear. Your last were those of Now 18th & 19th you see, 
acknowledged & answered a fortnight ago almost. How is it they take so long to 
come now, my dear. Being in Pretoria, I thought
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they would arrive much more regularly that when you were in Modderfontein. I 
am so anxious for particulars concerning Major Ogilvy’s death, your success on 
the 18th & anything in connection with the affair. The press has given us nothing 
since the 22nd & every one is looking for news of him – he undoubtedly was a 
great favorite here, poor young fellow. I enclose a statement which appeared in 
last night's “Star” re your dissatisfaction. I enclosed the paragraph in the letter I 
sent on the 3rd. You may be sure Auguste was questioned at once in regard to 
the matter & you see his answer in black & white. I hope you consider it just 
what it should be. [Callum] goes with the next as [junior] Major, Moir, as a lieut. 
so last night's papers say. No word from him yet, re papers of [“T-Horse”] but as 
Col. Biggar undertook to look after the matter, I fancy it will be all right. There is 
not much news to give you. Frank leaves tomorrow, Monday night & seems to 
feel
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somewhat blue at leaving us again. John writes in good spirits & evidently likes 
the country very much. Regie, as usual varies in his moods – sometimes as 
bright as a new dollar at other moments blue as a blue bag. Louise expects to 
go up sometime about the end of this month, I believe – her [beauty] as ever, 
has not sent her a [red] [Line] to bless herself with – not even as a Xmas gift. 
How a man can be so careless & indifferent is more than I can comprehend. 
The feather for Alice is very nice & I am sure she will be charmed to get it.
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particularly knowing you brought them your own self from Cape Town. The 
children are well, [lively] & enjoying life as much as is possible with you so very 
far away, my darling. Mamma feels well too & joins with us all in kind love. The 
little ones send very many sweet kisses to you, dear in which I heartily join as 
you are well aware. Be sure & let us know as soon as possible what our [move] 
will be - so much depends on it - if we remain, we must look for a house & Feb. 
is now near & will have come ere this is in your hands. Once more God bless 
you,
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from Your own, true, devoted heartsick, lonely, loving little wifie,

Maye.
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